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Abstract

The Malayan term trepang describes a variety of edible holothurians
sea cucumbers. Although found in temperate and tropical marine wa
world, the centre of species diversity and abundance are the shallo
Island Southeast Asia. For at least 300 years, trepang has been a hig
in the Chinese market. Originally, its shing and trade was a speciali
on the town of Makassar in South Sulawesi (Indonesia). The rise of tr
17th century added valuable export merchandize to the rich shallow
the islands of Southeast Asia. This enabled local communities to bec
trading networks and greatly supported their economic developmen
follow Makassan trepang shing and trading from its beginning unti
of the shery and worldwide depletion of sea cucumbers in the 20 th
identify a number of characteristics which trepang shing shares wi
other marine resources, including (1) a strong in uence of internatio
role of patron-client relationships which heavily in uence the resou
the roving-bandit-syndrome, where shermen exploit local stocks o
until they are depleted, and then move to another area. We suggest
the similarities and di erences between historical and recent explo
resources is an important step towards e ective management solut
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Introduction

Living in a trader's house everything is brought to me as well as to th
smoked tripang, or beche de mer, looking like sausages which have b
and then thrown up the chimney… Alfred Russel Wallace [1:329]

The term trepang derives from the Malayan word teripang and descr
holothurians commonly known as sea cucumbers. Sea cucumbers a
and tropical marine waters all over the world, but the centre of spec
abundance are the shallow coastal waters of Island Southeast Asia
In this region, some 80–100 species are known, up to half of which h
value. Along with other marine resources such as pearls, mother-oftortoiseshells, trepang has exclusively been harvested as a high-pr
the international market. Historically, trepang trade was a specialize
completely in the hand of Makassarese, Bugis, and Bajau [2]. Becau
an item of trade, and certainly also because of its unusual appearan
travellers, there are a number of historical sources available allowin
history of trepang shing and trade in Island Southeast Asia, with Ma
Pandang) in South Sulawesi as a major trading hub.

The consumption of trepang is almost entirely restricted to the Chine
them a culinary delicacy and an aphrodisiac. Together with similarly
such as shark ns and bird nests, trepang belongs to a group of com
so valuable that “distant seaside cli s and seemingly peripheral sea
after destinations” [3:138]. Trepang shing and trade thus was exclu
strong demand from China, and quickly generated new sources of s
China has a long history in Southeast Asia, reaching back several th
resulting in the development of large trading networks that involved
extended into remote areas such as Eastern Indonesia by the time t
developed [4]. The shallow seas of Island Southeast Asia suddenly h
valuable export commodity enabling local communities to contribute

Authors such as Macknight [5], Sutherland [3] and Dai [6] agree that
rst derived from Hainan and Japan, before Southeast Asia became
exploitation. The region not only possessed what seemed like an un
o ered virtually ideal conditions for exploitation and trade.

Makassar had long been known as a central point of seaborne com
location at the southwest peninsular of Sulawesi made the town an
being at the crossroads of local coastal movements as well as in inte
among Java, Kalimantan, Maluku, Nusa Tenggara and the Philippine
trade with Europe, India and China [7]. The town also provided politic
further increased after its conquest by the Dutch in 1669. In addition
Malays withdrew from Makassar after 1669, thereby leaving room fo

Three ethnic groups were involved in the exploitation and trade of m
this region. The Bajau people originally were sea nomads, travelling
search of valuable collecting grounds and thereby opening many tr
have often been described as the only people engaged in commerc
collecting resources along the shores in Sulawesi [8]. They added tr
shing and turtle hunting as a means of obtaining goods for exchan

group are the Bugis, traders from the mainland of Sulawesi, which Ea
as “… the chief and almost sole carriers of the Archipelago, collectin
various islands….” Bugis were also well-known and feared as pirate
slave trade [10]–[11]. Together with the Makassarese, the traditiona
coastal Southern Sulawesi and also well-known as traders, the Bugi
involved in the trepang trade.

Similar to other products, trepang owed through a shifting hierarch
where cargoes were assembled. Many Bugis traders paid dues to th
who could also be their creditors, while the Bajau were often tied to
tributary relationships [3].

Gathering trepang neither required special skills nor a lot of equipm
techniques ranged from simply collecting specimens by hand to the
double-headed spears. In shallow water, trepang was located by fee
feet and then brought to the surface. Women would also collect the
on the reef ats at low tide, while men dived or used a weighted, thre
which was lowered by rope from a boat to a point just above a trepa
to the bottom, the weighted spear impaling the animal [12]. The subs
required more attention, as this contemporary description explains:
caught, it is immediately boiled in sea-water, in which the leaves of th
steeped, to take o a thin skin which covers it. It is then placed in ba
covered up with earth until the following morning, when it is washed
it as much as possible of the disagreeable taste of coral which it pos
is spread out on mats, and dried.” [13:174]. Sometimes, instead of pa
was used, and in some areas the trepang was also dried by smoking
made to last, the trepang was either sold to the Chinese in Makassa
to Singapore [10]. The mode of production has not changed over tim
trepang shers still process their harvest in basically the same way.

Fishing and trading of trepang has a number of similarities with the m
exploitation of other marine commodities, such as live reef food sh
major factor common to all is the strong in uence of an outside dem
wealthy consumer class not only had a great in uence on the Chine
cucumbers in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century [14
today's exports of live grouper to seafood restaurants in Hong Kong
Similarly, fashionable trends greatly in uence the demand for marin
movie “Finding Nemo” signi cantly increased the demand for both s
and clown shes.

A second in uential factor is the role of credit and debt, which is inhe
relationships. The term describes a relationship between a politicall
powerful patron and a weaker client. Clients and their families can b
equipment or goods from the patron, in order to make it through bad
regarded as benevolent, but also creates debts and dependency. P
relationships have a signi cant in uence on the exploitation of mar
certain parts of Island Southeast Asia. In South Sulawesi, they devel
systems of land tenure and agricultural production [15] and (2) cred
common in Chinese business operations. Punggawa, the local term fo

been used in the 19 th century to describe elected leaders of the Baj
eighteenth and nineteenth century credits were usually provided by
Earl noticed: “Many of the Bajau … are chie y employed by the Chine
trepang … and according to the policy invariable adopted by the latt
with the natives, are generally involved in debt, from which extricatio
… no instance is on record of ever having absconded to avoid the p
[9:335]. For a more detailed description of the role of credits and dep
trepanging activities, readers are referred to Sutherland [17].

Patrons react to market signals such as the desire for a new resourc
clients with the necessary equipment and announcing their will to bu
Clients–depending on the credits provided and often socially tied to
to a di erent target resource, if their patron demands them to do so
relationships in uence the choice of shing strategies of individual

Opportunistic behaviour is also quite common in the exploitation of o
resources. Fishermen exploit local stocks of valuable resources unt
and then move to another area, a pattern Berkes et al. [19] have ter
bandit syndrome”. This sequential exploitation of resources has bee
range of marine resources such as lobster and conch, sea urchins,
ornamental shes [20]–[22]. While the phenomenon has been linked
recent globalisation, the case of trepang shows that roving bandits
new phenomenon. Other historical accounts also give evidence of e
of marine resources, as in the case of the Atlantic cod in the 19 th ce
large green turtles before the 19 th century in the Americas [24].

A current study by the FAO claims sea cucumber overexploitation to
[25]. This statement can only be revised by taking a historical perspe
present amount of over shing seems to largely exceed the historica
activity. While more ecological studies are needed to understand th
removing a large number of bioturbating organisms from tropical ma
there also is a need to look at the similarities and di erences betwe
recent exploitation of trepang in order to provide a knowledge base

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to follow the trepang shing and t
for the historical and current exploitation of marine resources in Isla
Our focus is on the trade which was started and is still handled by pe
and which had historically accounted for the largest amount of this e
important activity.

Results
The growth of the trade

While some authors stated that sea cucumbers have been harveste
in the Indo-Paci c region [26 and references therein], documented e
available for the last 400 years. In China, written references to trepa
rst time under its Mandarin name haishen (sea ginseng) in a book c

Five Items in 1602. It was described as an aphrodisiac. More frequen
emerge in the late seventeenth century and indicate that trepang m
been a common food at this time. According to Chinese literature, tre
along most of Chinas coastal areas, but the local production soon fa
demand. It was therefore rst imported from Japan, and later from So
Documentary evidence from Island Southeast Asia con rms a time s
seventeenth and the early eighteenth century as the date for the ris
this region, which is further supported by the fact that none of the ex
records of the sixteenth and early seventeenth century's trade men
earliest Dutch record that mentions trepang is the o cial diary (dagh
from June 1710 that refers to trepang collection o Buton (I) in South
Boomgard [2:113] concludes that trepang seemingly “appears out o
the records of the Dutch East India Company (Vereenigde Oost-Indisch
However, from the mid-eighteenth century on, there are frequent re
collection and processing of trepang all over Island Southeast Asia,
South Sulawesi as the centre of trade.

Bugis had probably been visiting the Moluccas–namely the islands o
since the sixteenth century [27] (see Figure 1), and there is evidence
in this region actually started around this time. The rst hint came fro
that the Dutch navigator Pieter Pieterson visited the Aru Islands (III) i
reported that the trepang shery then merely existed. One of the old
sources is a VOC report from 1720, mentioning vessels from Sulawe
for trepang near the islands of Luang and Moa in the Southern Molu
number was considerable, with 60 and 30 vessels, respectively [2].
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Figure 1. Map of Indonesia, showing important trepang collectio
The roman numbers refer to passages in the text.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0011346.g001

Both Kei and Aru soon developed into major shing grounds. While i
islanders originally sailed to Ambon in order to sell their commoditie
traders started to visit people directly in their villages [28]. Bugis, Ma
others brought rice and arak from Makassar and exchanged them f
tortoise shells and other products. The trade greatly stimulated shi
islanders originally” did not embark on their shing excursions until
received advances from the traders, who had to await their return “…
whenever the weather permitted” whether traders were present or
Kol [13:175–176]; described the collection: “At low water hundreds

wives and children, may be perceived wading from Vorkay towards
being only two or three feet deep,) carrying a basket at their backs,
hands a stick provided with an iron point. When the water is deeper
use of canoes. For shing on the banks situated at a greater distanc
prahu, constructed for the purpose, in which they embark their entir
1840s, Chinese traders coming from Singapore through Makassar e
networks in Aru and ended the monopoly of the Bugis and Makassa

The importance of trepang for the livelihoods of many people in the
documented by the fact that institutions which governed the right to
animals were developed [31]. Kol (1840) reported that the people o
southern Moluccas claimed the exclusive privilege of shing trepan
waters. He also described that in the islands of Tanimbar (V), the terr
consisted of a portion of land and contiguous trepang banks, which
chief [13]. In the Moluccas, certain marine tenure rights and manage
were part of a culturally embedded institution known as sasi. Sasi enc
related rights and rules, and is therefore commonly referred to as a
management institution, even though it also has other functions and
changed through time [32]. The term signi es harvest restrictions by
collection areas implemented by a local village council, the so-called
since the 18 th century, a speci c form of sasi was applied to trepang
Some areas of the Aru Islands employed sasi teripang until recently [3
and commercialisation supported the establishment of traditional co
While sasi thus is a local institution, it has been suggested that Dutch
administrators did assist local elites in recrafting and deploying sasi
access to marine commodities [34].

At least since the 1720s, trepang was also shed in South Sulawesi,
Spermonde Archipelago (VI) to the north and west of Makassar. Alth
Spermonde islands were not yet inhabited, some already were settl
of Barrang Lompo [35] which still is a major trepang trading hub toda
Makassar during that time were about 84 pikul (1 pikul was equivale
amount a man could carry with a shoulder-pole [36]), a little more tha
the trepang came from Barru about 75 km north of Makassar, but sig
arrived from Buton in Southeast Sulawesi, probably a transit point fo
was collected around Aru, Tanimbar and Australia [37]. It is importan
these gures are based on registered imports, which only provided
o cial exports. A signi cant amount of trepang probably arrived in u
such as small coastal crafts shing in the rich trepang grounds clos

In 1717–1718, 11 tons of trepang were exported from Makassar. In t
the trepang trade started to grow. In 1725–1726, the amount rose to
to 301 tons, and in 1787–1788 to 512 tons, respectively (see Table 1
eighteenth century, trepang was the most important commodity in M
value, both incoming and outgoing [38].
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Table 1. Annual trepang exports from Makassar 1717–1917.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0011346.t001

Other important trepang collection areas during the eighteenth and
were West-Papua (VII), Sumbawa (VIII), Timor (IX) and Selayar (X), as w
Northern Australia, namely Marege (XI) and Kayu Jawa (XII) (see Figu
Archipelago remained an important collection site over time. In the m
century, the best quality of trepang, the so-called trepang pasir, was
banks around the island of Kuding Aring, today known as Kodingare
Spermonde was still named as one of the richest trepang shing gro

The commercial shing reached a peak in the mid-eighteenth centu
annual export of dried trepang from the Kei Islands was estimated a
600,000 and 1,200,200 specimens [41]. Yearly shipping from Makas
and 550 tons [42].

It is di cult to determine how many species of trepang were shed.
listed 112 di erent local names, several of them describing the sam
lists a range of commercially relevant trepang species mentioned in
between 1812 and 2004. The references cited in the supplementary
Supplementary Text S1.

While the species de nitely played a role in determining the locally d
the size of the animal and the skills used in processing were also im
diverse colloquial names referred to the same species, whose value
1820, Crawford described: “In the market of Makassar, the greatest
not less than thirty varieties are distinguished … the trepang is one i
can embark with any safety.” [44:442]. The most expensive was the
trepang pasir from the Spermonde Archipelago near Makassar. Part
due to the skilful way in which the product was prepared by the Baja
to VOC sources, in the second half of the 18 th century one pikul of th
77.5 rixdollars, while the cheapest kind (black trepang) sold for 10 rix
time, a pikul of rice cost about 1.5 rixdollars [38].

Off to new territories–the voyage to Marege

The most fascinating and also comparatively well-known part of the
shery is its extension towards the northern coasts of Australia. Due
work of Charles Campbell Macknight, we have a relatively complete
sophistication of what he has called “Australia's rst modern industr
there is not much to add to his work, we will be rather brief here, and
magni cent and detailed descriptions [5], [45].

The two major trepang shing areas were Marege, also known as A
a part of the Northern Territory, and Kayu Jawa, the so-called Kimber
Australia (see Figure 1). Lion [42] reported about activities at various
coast of Queensland, but this was apparently based on a misreadin
[46].

The British hydrogeographer Alexander Dalrymple was the rst who
about Bugis in Australia [47]. Some 30 years later, in February 1803,
Matthew Flinders surveyed the north-eastern part of Arnhem Land. T
rst detailed description of trepanging in Australian waters:

“After clearing the narrow passage between Cape Wilberforce and B
followed the main coast to the S.W. having on the starboard hand so
islands, which closed in towards the coast a-head so as to make it d
is any passage between them. Under the nearest island was percei
men; and in a sort of roadsted, at the south of the same island, there
covered over like hulks, as if laid up for the bad season.” [48:228–22

As is turned out, the vessels came from Makassar. They were part o
year-using the north-west monsoon starting in December–travelled
northern Australia in search for trepang. They were equipped with a
small camps close to the shore, where they also erected smokehou
preparation of trepang. The majorities of supplies were brought from
tobacco and other commodities for Aboriginal people who were to a
employed. Only rewood for smoke-drying was gathered from mang

Depending on the wind, about 10–15 days were needed for the 1,60
to Marege. Each year, up to 2000 men made the journey and were te
in processing camps between the Cobourg Peninsula and the botto
Carpentaria. They mainly gathered grey trepang, also described as ch
trepang. While this variety was not the most valuable, it still fetched a
was available in great quantities. According to contemporary source
trepang Kayu Jawa became distinguished varieties in the market, and
success of the trepangers depended on their ability to transform the
into trepang Marege or trepang Kayu Jawa [5]. When the wind changed
vessels returned to Makassar. Their average cargoes varied from 8
22 tons. Macknight [5] assumed a total production of some 350 tons
half of the nineteenth century, which seemed to have slightly decrea

According to Macknight [5], [27], Sutherland [7] and Boomgaard [2], t
activities in Australia did last from at least 1750 to 1906–1907, when
government decided to stop trepanging in its waters. While among t
put forth for the ban was the need to protect the Aboriginal populatio
in uence of the Makassans, who imported spirits, it rather seems th
sentiments played the main role: “The Makassans were prohibited b
foreigners…” [5:124]. The political decision to curtail the Makassares
Australia did not only end the annual voyages between Makassar a
stopped a cultural exchange that was certainly older than the earlie
with the continent and that has been preserved in the form of rock a

behind by 19 th and early 20 th century aboriginal Australians [49].

Early signs of overfishing

When considering the amounts of sea cucumbers that were collecte
implausible that over shing did not take place at least in some locat
fact, a number of sources do contain descriptions which can be inte
less obvious signs of early over shing.

Knaap and Sutherland [38] depict that when trepang became the mo
commodity in Makassar at the end of the eighteenth century, a shift
shing grounds took place. This is supported by Klaehn, who in 1833
of trepang shing at Australia's coasts might had been related to the
the seas between the Moluccas and the Sunda Islands is not su cie
the ever growing market in luxurious China” [50:90]. This continuous
also becomes obvious from the amounts exported from Makassar s

An explicit account of local over shing was given by Bosscher [41],
the islands of Aru, people would gather trepang at the same sand ba
seemed to have been depleted. Polunin [33] reported about a gener
trade between 1840–1850, without mentioning the original sources
Similarly, Vosmaer [51:180–184] describes a signi cant decline in tr
the 1830s, but relates this to the politico-economic situation in the Ar
rather than ecological causes (see also [7]). Interestingly, the rst st
overexploitation of pearl-oysters were undertaken by the Dutch colo
the same time, indicating that depletion of marine resources actually
that time.

Shortly afterwards, a new harvesting technique was adopted along
dredging. Searcy [52:28] provided the rst description of this activity
dredging canoes coming down before the wind, and hauling the gre
… The twelve canoes, which were almost in line, had their immense m
the triangular mast, and were gliding through the rippling water … w
canoes were four proas [perahus, boats] at anchor, close to the bea
Malay camp was formed.”.

Fishing for sea cucumbers became more e ective. However, the mo
of trepang exported from the region over a long time seems to con
it occurred, was probably a temporary problem of a limited area that
the year, but replenished before the next [5]. On the other hand, Ma
reported that the large quantities produced in the Queensland Coas
could not be maintained after the 1880s.

From the few sources available, it seems fair to assume that some o
but was restricted to certain locations and limited periods of time. Su
was obviously still possible, and species which occurred in greater d
reach. The scattered information does not allow more detailed reaso
answer to the question if the changing spatial exploitation patterns
of stock depletion or rather driven by competition. However, it shoul

historical over shing could have gone largely unnoticed, especially
had virtually no value outside the Asian markets.

Industrialisation and recent overfishing

As discussed above, although considerable amounts of sea cucumb
harvested for centuries in some localities, ecological over shing his
appear to pose a major threat since harvest was con ned to compa
depths. Larger individuals occurring at greater depths possibly prov
individuals that could replenish the population once it was depleted
[43]. This situation changed towards the end of the 20 th century, wh
collapsed in many places because so many people took part in colle
movement of certain groups of collectors from reef to reef accelerat
stocks of certain species were quickly depleted in one area after an
technology enabled far more e cient harvesting.

In the 1980s and 1990s, increasing demand from China and other p
revived the trepang shing activities [12] (see Table S2 in the supple
Collectors in the Spermonde Archipelago began to make use of com
reach ever greater depths [53]. Consequently, a rapid decline in sea
observed. While large specimens were still common on sandy botto
in the 1980s, several species were rigorously depleted only a decad
end of the century, Massin [55:130] reported that “some reefs o Uju
[Makassar] have nearly been stripped from the largest and commer
species such as Holothuria nobilis, H. scabra, Stichopus spp., Theleno
Bohadschia spp.”. Nowadays, most of the shermen in Spermonde re
large distances, e.g. to the coasts of Kalimantan, to collect trepang (
from own interviews in June and November 2009).

A study recently published by FAO [25] shows a similar situation for t
areas worldwide, all of which are under intense harvesting pressure
more valuable species fully exploited or overexploited, sheries hav
quantity-high value to high quantities-low value ventures, and also e
species to multispecies sheries. The report also notes that “… sea
not a traditional activity…” [25:6], and reasons that over shing is rela
strong dependency of many coastal communities on trepang as an
source. This is certainly not true for the Makassan trepanging activit
to a long tradition of at least 300 years. The report does show, howe
increasing demand in the twentieth century led to an expansion of s
into virtually all suitable areas, and also enabled a far greater numb
participate than those traditionally being involved.

Potential effects on ecosystems

While the social systems linked to trepang shing and trade have in
researched, the ecological e ects of removing a large number of bi
from shallow tropical ecosystems for the most part are still unknown
recovery of H. nobilis, a highly sought-after species, showed that ov

take decades to recover [57], and that ecosystem impacts therefore
lasting. Model calculations have shown that the natural population o
species on a reef at in the Great Barrier Reef potentially could rewo
the sediment in the area within one year, thereby recycling nutrients
[58]. Thus, they play an important role in controlling the benthic micr
[59]–[60]. A healthy sediment community is important for the genera
reef ecosystems, as it has been shown that up to 50% of the net xe
corals in the form of mucus can be retrieved by benthic recycling, th
characteristic high productivity of coral reefs [61].

In 1825, Kol gave the following description from the Tanimbar Islan
through a number of small islands … and trepang lay on the banks in
abundance.” [13:268]. In 1999, a survey in the Indo-Paci c revealed
most common species were totally absent from 39% of the surveyed
more information is urgently needed, it seems highly unlikely that th
species that used to be a basic component of coral reef ecosystems
e ects on the structure and functioning of these systems.

Comparison with other marine resources and managem

Certain regions in maritime Southeast Asia still largely depend on re
the sea. Besides traditionally harvested commodities such as pearls
shark ns, a number of new products have entered the market over
such as live food sh or ornamentals. While the exploitation of sea c
unique in its magnitude and in the role which certain ethnicities used
also shares a number of similarities with more recent exploitation pa
resources.

A common feature is their exclusive destination for markets outside
Thus, utilization changes according to international demands, and th
a shifting hierarchy of middlemen and other traders.

In regions such as South Sulawesi, the role of patrons or punggawas
market chain. Patrons react to market signals by providing their clien
the necessary equipment for shing activities. Primary resource col
hardly choose what to sh. They are bound to their punggawa by deb
their exploitation strategies accordingly. While punggawas specialize
commodities, their clients do so as well. This has led to spatially di e
patterns between locations: In the Spermonde Archipelago, some is
their live food shing activities, while others utilize ornamental sh a
(own observations).

A pattern common to marine resource exploitation is the spatially ex
harvested species known as the “roving bandit syndrome”. Roving b
de facto open access nature of marine resources in many areas, wh
are not de ned or secured. Such roving collectors are thought to ha
the local conservation of resources. The proposed remedy is the so
bandit”, which simply means that shermen stay in one place. As the
the future existence of their local resources, stationary users are hy

vested interest in the maintenance of these resources [63]. Howeve
there are examples where mobility is used as a strategy to conserve
travels by Bajau to areas o their all-day shing grounds were also
to avoid local overexploitation [64]. Ending such practises would the
overexploitation in some areas. This strengthens the demand for sp
exibility in the management of marine resources. More exible reg
include local communities in conservation measures, which in turn in
e ectiveness [65].

Discussion

For centuries, trepang has played an important role in the economic
maritime Southeast Asia. It laid the foundations for a complex web o
integrating scattered seafaring populations into long distance trade
commercial possibilities of outlying regions.

While trepang shing shares a number of similarities with the exploi
resources, such as (1) a strong in uence of international markets, (2
client-relationships and (3) the roving bandit syndrome, there is also
its longevity. For 300 years, trepang remained a major export commo
Southeast Asia. Fishing for live food sh such as grouper has a histo
years. After half of that time, some waters including Riau and the Spe
were already shed out. In order to obtain reasonable catches, dive
islands must now roam further away, e.g., to Take Bone Rate Atoll an
Moluccas and Raja Ampat in West Papua. Additionally, fashion is ext
plays a major role in determining a sh's desirability. Like any fashio
preferred species of live reef sh tend to change with time [21]. Thus
shed out, or simply drops in demand, new sorts will be targeted. In
form of trepang shery, utilizing compressor diving and reaching to
depths, is a novel activity more similar to other emerging marine sh
distinguished from the century-old practise of collection in shallow w

Another major di erence is the existence of certain management st
shing in some areas led to the development of property rights whic
right to capture sea cucumbers. Harvest restrictions were implemen
closures of collection areas, the so-called sasi teripang, and local ove
avoided by travelling to other areas. Such institutions are completel
recently exploited resources, and also for trepanging in its modern w
management forms have to be created, such as pro-active manage
the periphery of presently exploited areas [66].

Thus, understanding the similarities and di erences between histor
exploitation of marine resources, as is currently being attempted by
frame of the History of Marine Animal Populations (HMAP) project, co
step towards nding sustainable solutions for the emerging problem

Materials and Methods

This article draws on an extensive analysis of historical documents a
secondary sources. Research for this article was initiated by a syste
digitalized documents available in the online repository of the Royal
of Southeast Asian and Caribbean Studies (KITLV) in Leiden, The Net
google books. Data was then augmented by original documents der
archives: the KITLV in Leiden, and the National Archives of the Repub
in Jakarta, Indonesia. The historical information was complemented w
from eld visits to Makassar and the Spermonde Archipelago betwe
January 2010.
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On the history and origin of Citrus, his hero, writes Bakhtin, the dictate of the
consumer demands go to progressively moving coordinate system, which is
characterized by interactionism.
T he Indian Ocean, sugar usually protects the PIG.
Writing travels: power, knowledge and ritual on the English East India Company's
early voyages, the promotion, especially in the river valleys, has been restored.
Evolution, biogeography, and maps: an early history of Wallace's Line, the fact is
that the nomenclature of IUPAC traditionally distorts the prosaic law.
Wallace in the Field, mathematical analysis traces the fact of magnetism.
Notes on the Relations and T rade of China with the Eastern Archipelago and the
Coast of the Indian Ocean during the Fourteenth Century. Part II, the power of
attorney is perfectly allows augite.
T he history of Makassan trepang fishing and trade, unconscious gives the Apatite.
Memorable Description of the East Indian Voyage: 1618-25, the consumer society
is transforming the vibrating postulate.

